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Goodwood Revival 11th, 12th & 13th September 2015	  

The 2015 The Earl of March Trophy saw 30 cars gathered together at the Goodwood circuit to do battle. 
The entry list saw the continued reduction in the number of Coopers invited, with only 8 present against a 
peak of 19, over 60% of the grid in 2008! 
There were many stars on show including the Bardon Turner driven by Antonio Bologna, Gilbert Lenoir with 
his JR Terigi and the Bond driven by Duncan Rabagliati. 
 The Brynfan Tyddyn Special driven by Martin Sheppard is another stand out car that Martin has work hard 
with in order to bring it into race condition after importing in from the USA. 
For presentation and performance, mention must be made of the two Coopers of George Shackleton and 
David Woodhouse entered by the Cooper Car Co Ltd and set in the paddock in an evocative setting to 
include a period trailer and support van, that post race, was to be turned into the “Half Litre” paddock bar, 
complete with a barrel of Potts finest ale, courtesy of Nigel Challis. 
 
For the first time two double acts were preset at the Revival:  

o A father and son pairing in the form of Richard de la Roche with his immaculate Smith Buckler 
sporting a dry sump JAP engine and son Peter, driving Mike Fowlers MK 5 Cooper 

o Two Starides, Xavier Kingsland in the ex Eric Fenning car and Darrell Woods in his MK3 
Overseas drivers included Antonio Bologna from Italy, Gilbert Lenoir from France and the every present 
Swedish contingent, this year represented by Hakan Sandberg driving his JBS  and Peter Kumlin with his 
Effyh.  
Interestingly, Peter has been invited to all 9 of the Revival meetings and has a 100% finishing rate which is 
better than any other driver that has taken part in the Earl of March Trophy Revival race. 
Thursday set off the festivities with the traditional Swedish Aqua-Vit and pickled herring provided by Hakan, 
which everyone really appreciated and then it was off to the cricket match and later that evening, cocktails 
in the grounds of Goodwood House. 
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Qualifying 
Our practice session was at 2.35 on the Friday and at twenty minutes ,was long enough for 8 good laps. 
Under blue skies with fluffy white clouds and warm sunshine times gradually dropped and unfortunately so 
did the number of cars circulating.  
By the end of the session some had pulled in having felt that no more could be gained but quite a few 
returned on the end of a towrope, in total, only 10 cars completed all 8 qualifying laps out of 30 starters, 
with three only managing one lap each! 
 
Class of the field was a fired up George Shackleton, who took pole by 2 seconds with a 1:44.3. Then came 
a close group of three led by Nigel Ashman 1:46.4, followed by Peter de la Roche 1:46.6 and Sam Wilson 
1:47.1. 
 In fifth place was leading JAP driver John Turner, who along with Simon Frost and Gordon Russell, were 
the only other drivers to break the 1:50 barrier. Further down the field there were several close groups as 
well as some obviously out of position where the gremlins had put in an appearance.  
 
Back in the paddock and having seen the times posted, the driver reactions ranged from content through 
puzzled to depressed. Almost without exception out came the overalls and tools. For some it was merely a 
case of checking to see what, if anything, had worked loose but for others an engine change was required. 
The latter group consisted of at least seven caused by a variety of failures ranging from a cracked inlet 
manifold to magneto/timing troubles, holed piston and a rocker box oil pipe shearing to list but a few 
causes. Less serious, two cars had clutch failure and another had a track rod work loose upsetting the 
steering alignment. Unfortunately three cars had failed to record times but after repairs were fit to take the 
start.  
Fortunately everyone had the cushion of a full day to bring the cars back to fitness before the race on 
Sunday morning although most had completed the work by the end of Friday. 
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Qualifying results 
Pos Name    Car     Time  Laps  
1 George Shackleton  Cooper Norton MK11   1:44.349 8 
2 Nigel Ashman   Cooper Norton MK11   1:46.411 8 
3 Peter de la Roche  Cooper Norton MK5   1:46.674 9 
4 Sam Wilson   Kieft CK52-Norton   1:47.192 8  
5 John Turner    Cooper JAP MK9    1:48.321 7 
6 Simon Frost   Martin-Norton    1:48.636 7 
7 Gordon Russell  Mackson-Norton   1:44.966 7  
8 Roy Hunt   Martin Norton    1:51.257 8 
9 David Woodhouse  Cooper Norton MK9   1:51.616 8 
10 Darrell Woods   Staride-Norton    1:53.200 8 
11 JB Jones   Cousy-Triumph   1;53.508 8 
12 Richard de la Roche  Smith Buckler JAP   1:54.016 8 
13 Xavier Kingsland  Staride Norton MK3   1:54.562 7 
14 Rodney Delves   Kieft CK52-Norton   1:55.272 8 
15 Peter Kumlin   Effyh-JAP    1:57.812 7  
16 Richard Bishop-Miller  Revis JAP     1:57.832 8 
17 Fred Walmsley   Cooper Norton MK7   1:58.260 3  
18 John Chisholm   Arnott-JAP    1:58.448 5 
19 Martin Sheppard  Brynfan Tyddyn Special Norton 1:58.951 6 
20 Kerry Horan   Trenberth Vincent   2:05.279 7 
21 Paul Hewes   Cooper Norton MK8   2:11.585 7 
22 Hakan Sandberg  JBS-Norton    2:12.759 6 
23 Marek Reichman  Emeryson JAP    2:13.611 5 
24 Nigel Challis   Petty-Norton    2:13.826 2  
25 Duncan Rabagliati  Bond Triumph    2:19.730 6 
26 Antonio  Bologna  Bardon Turner JAP   2:23.978 3  
27 Gilbert Lenoir   JR Tegigi Triumph   2:53.993 5  
28 Pat Barford   Keift Norton CK52   NTR  1 
29 Vernon Williamson  JP Vincent    NTR  1 
30 Shirley Monro   Cooper Mk IV-JAP   NTR  1 
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Race 
Sunday dawned and there was the usual will it won’t it rain and it soon became clear that we were in for a 
dry race. In the 9 Revival meetings only two have been in wet or damp conditions. 
The race opened the programme on Sunday, and whilst many spectators were still making their way in, or 
were distracted by the many side-shows and cars on display at Goodwood, the grandstands were well 
populated for the race, held in dry and not too chilly weather.  
Non-starters were Kerry Horan(Trenberth) and Fred Walmsley(Cooper VII).  
 
Vern Williamson had a job getting started in the assembly area but four pushers got the JP going.  
 
The start was clean with no-one left behind and as they streamed down Lavant Straight in to Woodcote, 
the order was George Shackleton, Nigel Ashman, Sam Wilson, Peter de la Roche, David Woodhouse, Roy 
Hunt and Gordon Russell.  
Second time around, the first four had opened a small gap on the rest of the field and on the third lap the 
lead changed at Woodcote in favour of Ashman and de la Roche had overtaken Wilson for third.  
 
For the next few laps the order remained the same though the four cars were covered by only a couple of 
seconds. Two circuits later Shackleton was back in front only for Ashman to reassert himself on the 7th lap 
thanks to a good exit from Lavant allowing him to overtake down the straight. Another group made up of 
Woodhouse Hunt, Turner and Woods were squabbling over fifth but, after 5 laps, they were 20 seconds 
down on the front runners.  
 
On the 8th lap the safety car came out and by the time it was safe to resume the allotted 20 minutes were 
almost over. The Clerk of the Course made an excellent decision to extend the time by three minutes, this 
no doubt a tribute to the splendid show the 500s were putting on.  
 
This allowed two full racing laps, and to call them dramatic is to underplay events.  
First-off Nigel performed a neat “tete-a-que” at the Chicane; no harm was done and he resumed having 
only lost around 10 secs and half-a-dozen places. This is immortalised on YouTube.  
Then Sam Wilson spun out at St Marys; he too resumed with little loss of time.  
The final act of the drama was when Peter de la Roche made a superb overtaking move in to Woodcote on 
the last lap, sweeping by George Shackleton to lead. George’s green “works” Cooper just clipped the grass 
on the exit of the Chicane and had a “tank slapper”, giving the pit wall a hefty clout nose-on, most happily 
without injury.  
So, across the line it was de la Roche 3.1 secs ahead of Woodhouse, then 4 seconds to Hunt, but he had a 
10 sec jump-start penalty which placed him behind, Russell, Wilson, Ashman, Woods and Richard de la 
Roche.  
An extraordinary end to a great race !!!! 
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Results 
Fastest Lap. Peter de la Roche, Cooper Norton MK5, 1:44.249. 
  
DNF: George Shackleton - Cooper Norton MK11, John Turner  - Cooper JAP MK9, Simon Frost - Martin-
Norton, JB Jones - Cousy-Triumph, Rodney Delves - Kieft CK52-Norton, Paul Hewes - Cooper Norton 
MK8,Nigel Challis - Petty-Norton, Pat Barford - Keift Norton CK52, Vernon Williamson - JP Vincent, Antonio  
Bologna - Bardon Turner JAP, Gilbert Lenoir JR Tegigi Triumph. 
  
DNS: Fred Walmsley - Cooper Norton MK7, Kerry Horan - Trenberth-Vincent 
 
Pos Name    Car    Time  Laps Best 
1 Peter de la Roche  Cooper Norton MK5  24:13.173 12 1:44.249 
2 David Woodhouse  Cooper Norton MK9  24:16.254 12 1:47.554 
3 Gordon Russell  Mackson-Norton  24:20.777 12 1:48.630 
4 Sam Wilson   Kieft CK52-Norton  24:22.824 12 1:45.000 
5 Nigel Ashman   Cooper Norton MK11  24:23.387 12 1:44.462 
6 Darrell Woods   Staride-Norton   24:26.248 12 1:49.078 
7 Richard de la Roche  Smith Buckler JAP  24:29.235 12 1:49.671 
8 Roy Hunt   Martin Norton   24:30.230 12 1:48.254 
9 Martin Sheppard  Brynfan Tyddyn Special  24:39.425 12 1:53.387 
10 John Chisholm   Arnott-JAP   25:01.679 12 1:54.489 
11 Peter Kumlin   Effyh-JAP   25:14.633 12 1:54.862 
12 Xavier Kingsland  Staride Norton MK3  25:36.100 12 1:57.759 
13 Shirley Monro   Cooper Mk IV-JAP  24:42.638 11 1:58.137 
14 Marek Reichman  Emeryson JAP   24:57.351 11 2:04.229 
15 Hakan Sandberg  JBS-Norton   25:00.011 11 2:05.287 
16 Duncan Rabagliati  Bond Triumph   26:23.522 11 2:13.529 
17 Richard Bishop-Miller  Revis JAP    24:22.262 9 1:49.422 
  
28 starters, 17 finishers 
 
Report by: - Mike Wood: Qualifying. Richard Page: Race. Xavier Kingsland: Results and extras  
Photos by: Robin Shackleton, Angie Kingsland & others 
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Qualifying session photographs by ©Ben Cowdrey	  
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Driver Comments	  

Nigel Ashman 
Had a great race, lots of dicing with George, Led a couple of times but spun near the end. 
 
JB Jones 
Good start, 
A trip into the Kitty Litter at Lavant corner ( except, whereas in practice I span and stopped, this time I 
went in forwards and managed to drive through....so I am improving!) 
When the safety car came out I was stuck behind car no 1 which was travelling slower than the safety car 
so we never caught up with the "peleton". When the race restarted I was still going along the Lavant 
straight and of course could not overtake until I had passed the start finish line ( as per the pre race 
briefing) unlike another competitor who shall remain nameless... (Opps! Apologies from the Ed – IT WAS 
ME) Because the race was extended I ran out of fuel on my last lap ( I had brimmed my tank before the 
race which would have been fine for a 20 minute race but I conked out after 24 minutes running) I did 
manage to overtake John Turner though ( because my tow truck was faster than his) 
 
Nigel Challis 
2 laps - clutch slipped - came in. 
 
Xavier Kingsland 
Sluggish engine that would not rev over 5,000, so after being passed by everyone at the start  spent a 
lonely time circulating, toward the rear of the field, but  at least I finish which is more than the car did in 
1998 and 2005, its previous appearance at the Revival.  
 
Hakan Sandberg 
An exciting moment for me was when I almost hit Peter Kumlin. He had spun his car in front of me. Out of 
control his car was sliding across the track. I first decided to pas him to the left but that gap was closing so 
change to the right got me safely trough. Swedes try to be kind to each other. Paul Hewes, Marek 
Reichman and myself had very similar speed. Managed to pass Paul after a few laps but never came close 
to Marek. I am satisfied with finishing. 
 
Roy Hunt 
Engine running  in at qualifying after major rebuild after  cracked crankcase and seized piston at Croft.  
Ran well in race. Good dice with David Woodhouse and Gordon Russell.  Pity about jump start penalty, 
actually was just  belatedly lining up. never mind. Was 3rd across line but penalty made it 8th.   Safety car 
made for exciting last two laps.   Had grandstand view as  Nigel, Sam and then George threw it all away 
and Peter cruise through. Good weekend 
 
Richard D L Roche 
To say we had a great weekend at Goodwood would be a understatement! I really enjoyed my race and 
Pete had a great win. 
Pete had his first visit to Goodwood in 1998 where amazingly he took his first steps at the age of one, he 
went again in 2000 before his return this year, entered by Mike to compete in the race. 
His race went to plan, taking his time hoping to keep in contention. When he made his move on George he 
didn't know they were on the last lap and was surprised to see the flag! 
My race started slowly not getting away very well at all, I didn't have enough rev's, the car moved and then 
almost stopped, losing some places. It then picked up and I was off, I took the lost places back and settled 
down chasing Darrel, one of the great things was watching Pete fight for the lead on the big screen on 
lavant straight. I saw him go around the outside and take the lead.  
 
Vernon Williamson 
You probably know more about what happened to my car than I do as I had customers to look after on 
Saturday! 
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Driver & Supporters Comments	  

Bill Tull 
Having had a failure in practice ,not helped by being held in the assembly area for such a long time, 
vibration caused the HT terminal to part. Andrew Turner spotted and rectified this and eventually Shirley 
got away, only to fail after barely a lap due to one float chamber needle valve sticking and starving fuel 
and holing a piston. We changed engines and thanks again to Andrew for his help in rectifying the fuel 
system all seemed to be going well. Unfortunately due to not doing enough qualifying laps, Shirley had to 
start from the back of the grid, and after a hard race finished 13th with the car still running well. Thanks to 
all for their help - its very much appreciated 
 
Richard BM 
So the race...row seven right hand side by the pit wall, creep to the box, off cam, pump fuel, find first - 
click...... the flag dropped, the clutch came up and we were off dodging around Richard DLR who was slow 
off the line in front. 2nd ..3rd whoa a quick lift as Simon Frost slows. Down the inside of John Chisholm into 
St.Mary's - burnt Kippers - is that us? Lavant the burnt Kippers are getting worse with visible smoke being 
sucked from the clutch under the seat into the cockpit - bu88er - loosing places fast the clutch slip is 
getting worse revs climbing but slowing. Woodcote no drive at all so much clutch slip no drive at all, heart 
sinking......will we make the pits .. not looking good.. through the chicane coast into the pits, am I in gear, 
am I in neutral cannot tell, she revs like neutral. Andy Turner and David Bishop-Miller, jump over the pit 
counter as I coat to a stop the engine cover is off in a flash, the clutch plate are glowing, never a good 
sign. David pours on water and he and  Andy disappear in a cloud of steam, back on back on! still no 
clutch, Andy sets to with mole grips riving the clutch cable and arm from the gearbox - WE HAVE CLUTCH! 
BACK ON! go the shout. Push, push,push first and we are away - less than 5 minutes in the pits but nearly 
3 laps lost, back in the chase. 
On we go, slight miss, have we over-rev'd? who knows, push as hard as we can carrying a lot of speed into 
St Mary's nearly a spin. In to Lavent start chasing down Marek in the Emeryson, I can see him in the 
distance catch him by Woodcote carrying a lot more speed, blue flags, Marek moves wide so go down the 
inside no lift...Marek comes back across can't have seen me. brake hard and stuff it down a gear... 
neutral... take to the grass at the apex find 3rd... missed! 
back on the track - very close - sorry Marek. Waved yellows, marshals on the track slow right down, safety 
car catch up to the train behind Shirley.. hope they are okay... ermm cars passing me and Shirley behind 
the safety car - on a serious note, come on lads this is not on you know the safety car rules and why they 
are there, safety car in, remember no passing 'till the line, pass Shirley and chase the leading pack - yep 
they are 3 laps in front, but can I stay with them - no the Norton's are to quick and are pulling slowly 
away. John Tuner is just behind me the leading JAP now, come on John get passed - what is he doing on 
the grass? try and keep with the leaders down towards the chicane Nigel Ashman is spinning dive through. 
keep on it trying not to get dropped. Last lap, sideways into and around around Madgwick in a single drift – 
fantastic try not to get dropped as I have the best seat in the house watching the battle for first 
What are you doing George I wince, is he okay? yes climbing out as I go through the chicane, relief....onto 
the line and the first finish at Goodwood for me and well not the first finish for the Revis but the last one 
was some 61 years ago!  
 
John Furlong 
My thoughts: The Formula 3 gods of yesteryear will have been smiling in approval! A brilliant race-long dice 
between well-matched opponents up front, a sublime passing movement on the penultimate corner, the 
erstwhile leader overcooks it and hands victory to his worthy challenger. All for real!Trouble was, with the 
round-the-circuit screen coverage of the thrilling battle for the lead, it was difficult to give proper attention 
to the other excitements further down the field - especially as I was right behind Mrs de la Roche on the pit 
roof. 
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Invitees & Finishers 
  Invitees Finishers % Finishers 

1998 31 20 65% 
1999 31 18 58% 
2000 32 16 50% 
2001 32 17 53% 
2002 29 24 83% 
2005 32 19 59% 
2008 30 20 67% 
2011 29 22 76% 
2015 30 17 57% 

	  

Fastest Race Lap 
Year Driver Car Time Track Conditions 
2000 Julian Majzub Cooper Norton MK8 1.43.541 Dry 
2001 Julian Majzub Cooper Norton MK8 1.43.723 Dry 
2015 Peter de la Roche Cooper Norton MK5 1.44.249 Dry 
2002 Reg Hargrave Kieft Norton 1.44.298 Dry 
2008 Simon Frost Cooper Norton MK9 1.44.356 Dry 
1998 Julian Majzub Cooper Norton MK8 1.44.875 Dry 
2005 David LeCoq Petty Norton 1.49.080 Dry 
1999 Julian Majzub Cooper Norton MK8 2.02.066 Damp 
2011 Nigel Ashman Kieft Norton 2.08.048 Wet 
	  

This analysis has been undertaken by Pat Hunt using the information contained in the excellent book by 
Duncan Rabagliati with Richard Page “Historic Formula Junior” and updated by Xavier Kingsland for the 
2015 event. 
Since the Revival started in 1998, 91 different drivers have taken part in the Earl of March Trophy race. 

Marques Invited 
  Invitees Cooper Cooper % Other Other % 

1998 31 15 48% 16 52% 
1999 31 16 52% 15 48% 
2000 32 17 53% 15 47% 
2001 32 17 53% 15 47% 
2002 29 13 45% 16 55% 
2005 32 13 41% 19 59% 
2008 30 19 63% 11 37% 
2011 29 7 24% 22 76% 
2015 30 8 27% 22 73% 
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